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Tonight’s Topics

• AirDrop


• AirPods


• macOS 10.14 Mojave First Look - New Apps


• New iPhones: Tom’s Show-and-Tell



Coming This Fall
• A free half-day deep dive into Getting Started with 

Evernote


• Hands-on guided workshop — bring your Macs, iPhones / 
iPads


• From installation to mastering Evernote basics:


• Creating and managing Notebooks


• Creating notes, clipping Web pages, adding Reminders


• Searching Notes


• Sharing


• …and much, much more!







Stay Tuned!

• Likely to be a Tuesday during one of our “off” weeks in 
January or February: January 14 or February 5th or 19th


• 9am-Noon in the Clubhouse


• Sign-up sheet passed at Club meetings in advance, or 
sign up online


• Homework assignment to complete before coming to 
class


• Free!



What is this?



What is this?

• A crude Soviet-era electric mousetrap?


• A rusted-out telegraph key from the 1880’s?


• …or the most important invention in modern 
history?



The World’s First Integrated Circuit

• Built by Texas Instruments electrical engineer 
Jack Kilby during his summer break in 1958


• It combines three resistors, a capacitor, and a 
single transistor on one piece of germanium


• Showed it to his boss on September 12, 1958 
— sixty years ago this month

A photograph of Jack Kilby's model of the first working integrated circuit ever built, 
c. 1958. 
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The Chips That Changed the World

• March, 1959: Fairchild’s Bob Noyce used a photographic etching method to produce a prototype IC 
containing three transistors, eliminating the wires in Kilby’s original invention


• January, 1960: TI introduces the Type 502 Flip-Flop, the world’s first commercial IC — selling what 
is essentially a single bit of electronic memory, for $450 ($3,900 in today’s dollars); Fairchild followed 
with their own version a few weeks later. The US Air Force was the first and only customer for this 
device.


• Similar devices as large as 64 bits came along, and were used in Project Apollo computers to help 
us land on the moon



Jack St. Clair Kilby
• Born in 1923 in Kansas, grew up in Missouri and Kansas


• BSEE from University of Illinois Champaign-Urbana; MSEE from 
University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1950


• Started at TI in 1958 and did not qualify for the company-wide 
vacation most TI engineers took during Dallas’ blistering summer, so 
he stayed in his laboratory working on the IC.


• Patented the idea on February 6, 1959 as US Patent 3,138,743.


• Awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2000; awarded every award the 
IEEE hands out; National Medal of Science in 1969; National Medal of 
Technology in 1990; nine honorary doctorates.


• TI’s Kilby Center, the company’s R&D arm, is named after him.


• Died in 2005 at age 81.  

Jack Kilby, inventor of the Integrated Circuit









2018: Six Billion ICs in Your Pocket
• Apple’s custom-designed A12 Bionic chip in 

iPhone Xs has 5,000,000,000 transistors/
components in a plastic chip the size of a 
quarter. 

• Four general-purpose 64-bit compute cores, 
Neural Engine for on-device AI and ML 
processing, 4 GPU cores. 

• 5 Teraflop performance

source: Apple



Moore’s Law 50th Anniversary
“The complexity for minimum component costs has increased at a rate 
of roughly a factor of two per year (see graph on next page). Certainly 
over the short term this rate can be expected to continue, if not to 
increase.  

Over the longer term, the rate of increase is a bit more uncertain, 
although there is no reason to believe it will not remain nearly constant 
for at least 10 years.”

Gordon Moore, Ph.D., Fairchild Semiconductor 
“Cramming more components onto integrated circuits,” 

Electronics, Volume 38, Number 8, April 19, 1965   



Moore’s Original Price/
Performance Growth 

Prediction, 1965

Source: 
Gordon Moore, Ph.D., Fairchild Semiconductor 

“Cramming more components onto integrated circuits,” 
Electronics, Volume 38, Number 8, April 19, 1965   



Computing Power Has 
Risen 15 Orders of 

Magnitude in My Lifetime

Put Another Way, It Has 
Increased A Hundred 

Billion-Fold in 60 Years

Put Another Way, Size 
and Price Have Dropped 
99.9999999999%, and 
Price/Performance Has 

Risen 1 Trillion %
source: Ray Kurzweil, “The Singularity is Near”



Things Have Been Going Even Better in the 
Storage Industry

source: IBM

15 Orders of 
Magnitude 

Increase in 60 Years 
with 

No End in Sight



– Andy Kessler, 
Wall Street Journal


August 26, 2018

“Integrated circuits are the greatest invention since fire—or 
maybe indoor plumbing. The world would be unrecognizable 
without them. They have bent the curve of history, influencing 
the economy, government and general human flourishing. The 
productivity unleashed from silicon computing power 
disrupted or destroyed everything in its path: retail, music, 
finance, advertising, travel, manufacturing, health care, energy.  

It’s hard to find anything Kilby’s invention hasn’t changed.” 



It all started 60 years ago this month.



AirDrop



AirDrop: Instant Wireless Content Sharing

• Without a doubt, the easiest, quickest way to send files, 
photos, videos, PDFs, notes, etc. between your iPhone/
iPad/Mac and a friend


• Uses brilliant Apple network engineering to automatically 
discover and connect to nearby friends


• Leverages Wi-Fi and Bluetooth to securely and quickly 
send or receive files


• All files are encrypted at rest and in-flight on both devices


• Transfers at up to 1Gbps!



AirDrop: Set Preferences on iOS
• Settings ➔  General ➔  AirDrop 

 
— or —


• Open Control Center by swiping up from bottom, or swipe down 
from upper right corner on iPhone X


• Touch deeply or tap and hold on network card in upper left


• Set Receiving preference to: 


• Off: receive AirDrop from no one


• Contacts only: accept AirDrop only from friends in your Contacts


• Everyone: accept AirDrop from anyone nearby



AirDrop: Set Preferences on macOS

• Turn on Bluetooth and Wi-Fi on both devices


• In the Finder, choose AirDrop from the Go menu 
 
— or —


• Click AirDrop in the Finder window sidebar 
 
— or —


• Choose AirDrop from the Sharing menu



AirDrop: Requirements

• Both devices must have Bluetooth and Wi-Fi on; Wi-Fi does not need 
to be connected to a network


• Must be within Bluetooth radio range — ~30 feet


• Macs: 2008 or newer and running Yosemite (10.12) or later


• iPhones & iPads: iOS 7 or later



Demo!







AirPods

• Introduced two years ago this month at Apple’s iPhone 7 media 
event


• Shipped in December 2016, sold out immediately


• Were in backorder for six months plus


• Started a new category of wearable audio accessories


• Thousands of imitators / knockoffs


• Just $159 from Apple / Amazon / Best Buy / Target, etc.









Demo!



Support the Cove Apple Club







• Removed the “Shop” page


• Removed other references to Amazon 
Associates


• Responded to Amazon with 
resolution; expect to hear back within 
24 hours


• Hoping this is resolved!



Since our last meeting



2018 YTD



Countdown to Holiday Party!

• We are at week 39. Our party is at week 49.


• By the time of the party, we will only receive payments through September 
30 — week 40 — THAT’S NEXT FRIGGIN’ WEEK!


• THERE ARE LESS THAN SIX SHOPPING DAYS BEFORE (our) 
CHRISTMAS (Party)!



Already In The Bank



Already Earned But Not Paid

August’s Commissions



Already Earned But Not Paid

September’s MTD Commissions



Net Net Net
Already in the bank $2,040
Earned in August $257
Earned in September MTD $127
Estimate for September $160
Proj. Expenses Before Party -$175
Projected Ticket Income $1,200
Total on hand for Party $3,609
2017 Party Actual Expenses $3,114



Upcoming Meeting Dates



See you at 
Cheeks!


